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An enduring problem in the study of human state-dependent retrieval concerns the apparent
unpredictability of the phenomenon. Although many investigators have observed that utiliza
tion of information in episodic memory critically depends for its success on restoration, at the
time of attempted retrieval, of the pharmacological state in which the information was origi
nally acquired, many others have been unable to find evidence of such state-dependent effects.
Indeed, negative results are so common that human state dependence has come to be popularly
regarded as an untrustworthy phenomenon of little practical or theoretical significance. The
message of this article is that the unpredictability of state-dependent effects in man is more
apparent than real. Evidence is presented to the effect that, with very few exceptions, failures
to demonstrate state dependence are restricted to situations in which utilization of stored
information is tested in the presence of discretely identifiable retrieval cues, and successes,
to situations in which retrieval occurs in the absence of any observable reminders. It is also
shown that when the conditions of retrieval, with respect to the presence or absence of explicit
cues, remain constant, the probability of demonstrating state dependence also remains constant
across a relatively broad spectrum of experimental conditions. Speculations about the nature
of the cognitive mechanisms underlying the so-called "cuing effect" in human state dependence
are offered, and promising new directions for research are outlined.

This article is concerned with the state-dependent
retrieval (SDR) of infonnation in human episodic
memory (Tulving, 1972, 1976). The phenomenon of
state dependence is defined by the outcomes of experi·
ments that conform to the following basic design: A
person is asked to memorize a list or collection of
target items-common words, nonsense syllables, simple
line drawings, or the like. The subject studies the list
while in one of two pharmacological "states," drug
intoxicated or sober, and is later tested for recall or
recognition of the items either in the same state in which
memorization occurred or in the alternate state. The
finding of principal interest is that access to or retrieval
of information about the target items is impaired when
the subject's pharmacological state is changed between
the study and test sessions of the experiment, in com
parison with conditions in which his or her state remains
the same on both occasions. This interaction of states at
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study and at test defines the occurrence of state
dependent retrieval. The phenomenon has been demon
strated with several psychoactive agents, including such
commonly used, and often abused, drugs as alcohol,
amphetamine, and barbiturate.

Human SDR has been a topic of experimental investi·
gation for roughly a decade. Throughout this period, a
problem of enduring concern has been the apparent
unpredictability of the phenomenon. In a recent review
of the literature, Eich (1977) noted that fewer than
half of the experiments included in his survey produced
reliable evidence of state dependence. Since it is likely
that many experiments that failed to demonstrate SDR
have never seen the light of day in print (cL McNemar,
1960; Melton, 1962), this figure probably exaggerates
the trustworthiness of the phenomenon. The problem of
unpredictability becomes more acute in light of the fact
that methodologically similar experiments have some
times yielded dissimilar outcomes with respect to the
occurrence of state dependence. For instance, in two
recent studies of the state-dependent effects of alcohol
on the multitrial free recall of abstract nouns, SDR was
demonstrated in one (R. C. Petersen, 1977) but not in
the other (Miller, Adesso, Fleming, Gino, & Lauerman,
1978). Such discrepancies point to the conclusion that
evidence of state·dependent retrieval in man "rests on
precarious grounds" (Hilgard & Bower, 1975, p. 547)
and may well represent a deterrent to research in a
young field in which reliable effects are as likely as not
to be found.
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The purpose of this article is to seek out and identify
sources of the apparent unpredictability of state
dependent effects in man. To this end, evidence will be
examined bearing on several experimental variables that
have been or might be suspected of playing key roles in
the occurrence of the SDR phenomenon. Ofthe variables
considered, one-the presence or absence of discretely
identifiable retrieval cues in the cognitive environment
of the rememberer-will be revealed to matter most.
More precisely, it will be shown that, with very few
exceptions, failures to demonstrate SDR are confmed to
conditions in which retrieval is tested in the presence of
explicit reminders-category name cues, for example, or
literal copies of the items or events to be remembered
and successes, to conditions in which testing takes
place in the absence of "observable" cues. It will also be
shown that when the conditions of retrieval, with respect
to the presence or absence of explicit cues, are held
constant, manipulations of other experimental variables,
including the type of psychoactive drug administered
and the nature of the target items, generally do not
affect the likelihood of demonstrating state dependence.
Thus, on the basis of the evidence and analyses described
within, the inference is drawn that human state
dependent retrieval is a cue-dependent phenomenon,
that is, one whose occurrence critically depends on
the nature of the retrieval cues that are available to
the rememberer. In the terminal sections of the
report, discussion centers on a possible explanation
of the so-called "cuing effect" in human state depen
dence and also on implications of this effect that may be
of interest to students of both memory in general and
state-dependent retrieval in particular.

SOURCES OF THE UNPREDICTABILITY OF STATE
DEPENDENT RETRIEVAL: THE CUING EFFECT

A Compendium of Experimental Studies
of State Dependence

This part of the paper focuses on experimental
evidence relevant to five factors that have been or might
be thought to play important roles in the occurrence
of state-dependent effects in man, specifically, (1) the
type of psychoactive drug administered, (2) the dosage
of drug dispensed, (3) the nature of the to-be-remembered
items, (4) the "level" of item analysis, and (5) the
nature of the retrieval cues available to the rememberer.
Each of these variables will be considered in turn.

As a preliminary to further discussion, Table 1 pre
sents a compendium of 27 experimental studies of
human state dependence involving a total of 57 sepa
rately identifiable experimental conditions or cases-the
basic unit of analysis in the table. The compendium
originated through a comprehensive review of SDR
experiments that were either published or presented at
major conferences or symposia between January 1965
and December 1978. In surveying the literature, exclu-

sive attention was paid to "cognitive" studies in which
various symbols-abstract nouns, line drawings, nonsense
syllables (CVCs), and the like-served as the target
items. Studies of the state-dependent effects of drugs on
autonomic responsivity (Crow & Ball, 1975; Hinrichsen,
Katahn, & Levenson, 1974; Powell, Goodwin, Janes,
& Hoine, 1971), motor learning (Goodwin, Powell,
Bremer, Hoine, & Stern, 1969; Hinrichsen et al., 1974;
Ley, Jain, Swinson, Eaves, Bradshaw, Kincey, Crowder,
& Abbiss, 1972; Roffman, Marshall, Silverstein, Karkalas,
Smith, & Lal, 1972), or operant discriminative avoidance
(Goodwin et al., 1969; Hill, Schwin, Powell, & Goodwin,
1973) were considered to be beyond the purview of the
paper, and therefore, they were excluded from consid
eration. Also excluded were experiments involving the
tasks of verbal interference (viz., A-C and A-Br negative
transfer; Tarter, 1970), "four-way picture choice"
(Stillman, Weingartner, Wyatt, Gillin, & Eich, 1974),
learning of neologisms (Ley et al., 1972), serial antici
pation (Ley et al., 1972; Storm, Caird, & Korbin,
Note 1), serial reconstruction (Hill et al., 1973; Stillman
et al., 1974), and word association reproduction (Crow
& Ball, 1975; Goodwin et al., 1969; Hill et al., 1973;
Weingartner & Faillace, 1971). These six tasks have been
used too infrequently (only one or two cases pertaining
to each, except word association reproduction, which
counts a total of four relevant cases) to allow accurate
assessment of their sensitivity as instruments for detect
ing the occurrence of state dependence-a point to
be taken up later in the paper (also see Footnote 8).

Further, the scope of the literature review was
restricted to experiments in which normal adults partici
pated as subjects, since these have contributed most of
the available evidence on SDR. Studies of state depen
dence involving special groups of subjects-hyperactive
children (Swanson & Kinsbourne, 1976), for example,
or individuals with histories of affective disturbance
(Weingartner, Miller, & Murphy, 1977)-will, however,
be cited from time to time in the remainder of the
article, as will experimental work with laboratory
animals. Finally, most of the material appearing in the
compendium comes from studies employing a 2 by 2
experimental design, in which two states at the time of
acquisition of information about the target items (the
study session) are crossed with these same two states at
the time of attempted retrieval (the test session). One
state is defined with respect to the administration of a
particular dose of a psychoactive drug such as alcohol
(the drug, or D, state), the other in reference to the
administration of appropriate placebo material (the
drug-free, or N, state). The crossing of the two factors
thus defmes four unique experimental conditions:
(1) study drug, test drug (DD), (2) study drug, test
drug free (DN), (3) study drug free, test drug free (NN),
and (4) study drug free, test drug (ND). Conditions
DD and NN are designated congruent state conditions;
DN and ND represent disparate state conditions.



Given this design, the occurrence of SDR is signaled
by a crossover between study and test states such that
the level of test performance obser-ved under congruent
state conditions is reliably different from the level
found under disparate state treatments.' For present
purposes, the phrase "different from" is tantamount to
"higher than," since all of the experiments with which
we will be concerned conform to so-called positive
transfer tasks or paradigms, that is, tasks such as free
recall and recognition memory, in which the level of test
performance may be assumed to be a monotonically
increasing function of the accessibility of information
in episodic memory about the items or events to be
remembered (cf. Deese & Hulse, 1967, p.344). Thus,
to the extent that a change of state between the study
and test sessions of the experiment reduces the accessi
bility of relevant information stored in the episodic
system, the level of test performance will be higher
under congruent, as contrasted with disparate, state
conditions.

Format of the compendium and types of retrieval
cues. The 57 cases appearing in Table 1 are displayed in
alphabetical order according to their source of reference.
In addition to the reference information, every case is
described in terms of the four following characteristics:
(1) the psychoactive drug used to elicit state-dependent
effects, (2) the nature of the to-be-remembered items
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or, where applicable, the composition of the cue-target
pairs, (3) the outcome of the case with respect to the
occurrence (or nonoccurrence) of SDR,2 and (4) the
nature of the retrieval cues that are assumed to be
available to the rememberer, a point considered in detail
below.

In accord with ideas expressed by Tulving and his
associates (e.g., Flexser & Tulving, 1978; Tulving,
1976, 1979; Tulving & Thomson, 1973), the assumption
granted here is that remembering of an event always
comes about as a consequence of an interaction between
information stored in the past about that event (the
memory trace) and information present in the immediate
cognitive environment of the rememberer (the retrieval
cue). Thus, remembering is thought to depend for its
success on the degree to which retrieval information
extracted from the cue matches or complements infor
mation contained in the target memory trace: the
greater the compatibility between the two sources of
information, the greater the effectiveness of the retrieval
cue and the higher the probability of successful recol
lection (Flexser & Tulving, 1978; Tulving, 1976).

One important implication of the idea of remember
ing as a joint product of information from two sources
the memory trace and the retrieval cue-is that different
experimental tasks or paradigms may be distinguished on
the basis of the exact nature of the retrieval information

Table 1
A Compendium of Experimental Studies of Human State-Dependent Retrieval

Psychoactive Retrieval Target Items
Case Reference Drug Cues (or Cue-Target Pairs) SDR

01 Adam et al. (1974) Isoflurane* Copy Common Words
02 Adam et at. (1974) Isoflurane** Copy Common Words +

03 Bustamante et al. (1968) Amphetamine Invisible evCs +
04 Bustamante et al. (1968) Amytal Invisible evCs +

05 Bustamante et al. (1970) Amphetamine Invisible Geometric Figures +
06 Bustamante et al. (1970) Arnytal Invisible Geometric Figures +

07 Cohen & Rickles (1974) Marijuana List evCs/Common Words

08 Cowan (1976) Alcohol Copy Male Names
09 Cowan (1976) Alcohol Invisible Male Names +

10 Crow & Ball (1975) Alcohol Copy Common Scenes +

11 Darley et al. (1974) Marijuana Copy Common Words
12 Darley et al. (1974) Marijuana Invisible Common Words +

13 Eich (Note 2) Marijuana Copy "Deeply" Analyzed Words
14 Eich (Note 2) Marijuana Invisible "Deeply" Analyzed Words +
15 Eich (Note 2) Marijuana Copy "Shallowly" Analyzed Words
16 Eich (Note 2) Marijuana Invisible "Shallowly" Analyzed Words +

17 Eich et al. (Note 3) Marijuana Copy Common Words
18 Eich et al. (Note 3) Marijuana Invisible Common Words +
19 Eich et al. (Note 3) Marijuana Copy Rare Words
20 Eich et al. (Note 3) Marijuana Invisible Rare Words +
21 Eich et al. (1975) Marijuana Invisible Common Category Exemplars +
22 Eich et at. (1975) Marijuana List Category Names/Common Category Exemplars
23 Eich et at. (1975) Marijuana Invisible Rare Category Exemplars +
24 Eich et at. (1975) Marijuana List Category Names/Rare Category Exemplars

25 Goodwin et at. (969) Alcohol Copy "Emotional" Pictures
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Table I Continued

Psychoactive Retrieval Target Items
Case Reference Drug Cues (or Cue-Target Pairs) SDR

26 Goodwin et al. (1969) Alcohol Copy "Neutral" Pictures
27 Goodwin et al. (1969) Alcohol Invisible Word Strings +

28 Hill et a1. (1973) Marijuana Invisible Meaningful or Syntactic Sentences
29 Hill et a1. (1973) Marijuana Invisible Random Word Strings +

30 Hurst et al. (1969) Amphetamine list Unrelated Word Pairs

31 Ley et al. (1972) Amytal list evc Pairs

32 Miller et al. (1978) Alcohol Invisible Abstract Nouns

33 Osborn et a1. (1967) Pentothal Copy Simple line Drawings
34 Osborn et a1. (1967) Pentothal List LettersIWords

35 Parker et a1. (1976) Alcohol* Copy Common Scenes
36 Parker et a1. (1976) Alcohol** Copy Common Scenes
37 Parker et a1. (1976) Alcohol* List Letters/Months of the Year
38 Parker et a1. (1976) Alcohol** List Letters/Months of the Year

39 Petersen (1977) Alcohol Invisible Abstract Nouns +
40 Petersen (1977) Alcohol Invisible Concrete Nouns +
41 Petersen (1977) Alcohol Invisible Common Category Exemplars +
42 Petersen (1977) Alcohol List Category Names/Common Category Exemplars
43 Petersen (1977) Alcohol List "Image" Cues/"Image" Exemplars

44 Rickles et a1. (1973) Marijuana List evCs/Common Words +

45 Roffman et al. (1972) Amphetamine List evCs/"Neutral" Words
46 Roffman et al. (1972) Amphetamine list evCs{"Pleasant" Words

47 Stillman et al. (1974) Marijuana Invisible Common Words
48 Tarter (1970) Alcohol list evCs/Common Words

49 Weingartner (1978) Eserine Invisible Common Category Exemplars +
50 Weingartner (1978) Eserine List Category Names/Common Category Exemplars
51 Weingartner (1978) Eserine Invisible Rare Category Exemplars +
52 Weingartner (1978) Eserine List Category Names/Rare Category Exemplars

53 Weingartner & Faillace (1971) Alcohol Invisible Common Words +

54 Weingartner et al. (1973) Alcohol Invisible Verbal Free Associations +

55 Weingartner et al. (1976) Alcohol Invisible Abstract Nouns +
56 Weingartner et aI. (1976) Alcohol Invisible Concrete Nouns +

57 Wickelgren (1975) Alcohol Copy Common Words

Note-Cases in which evidence ofSDR did and did not obtain are designated + and -, respectively.
*Low drug dosages. **High drug dosages.

or cues available to the rememberer. In recognition, for
example, information that may facilitate the retrieval of
information stored in episodic memory is explicitly
presented to the rememberer in the form of copy cues:
literal replicas of the items or events to be remembered
(Tulving, 1976; also see Adam, Castro, & Clark, 1974,
Cases 01 and 02 in Table 1; Cowan, 1976, Case 08;
Crow & Ball, 1975, Case 10; Darley, Tinklenberg, Roth,
& Atkinson, 1974, Case 11; Goodwin et aI., 1969,
Cases 25 and 26; Osborn, Bunker, Cooper, Frank, &
Hilgard, 1967, Case 33; Parker, Birnbaum, & Noble,
1976, Cases 35 and 36; Wicke1gren, 1975, Case 57;
Eich, Note 2, Cases 13 and 15; Eich, Stillman,
Weingartner, Wyatt, & Beardsley, Note 3, Cases 17 and
19).

Alternatively, in cued recall situations, specifically,
the tasks of category cuing (Eich, Weingartner, Stillman,
& Gillin, 1975, Cases 22 and 24; R. C. Petersen, 1977,

Cases 42 and 43; Weingartner, 1978, Cases 50 and 52)
and paired associate learning (Cohen & Rickles, 1974,
Case 07; Hurst, Radlow, Chubb, & Bagley, 1969,
Case 30; Ley et aI., 1972, Case 31; Osborn et aI., 1967,
Case 34; Parker et aI., 1976, Cases 37 and 38; Rickles,
Cohen, Whitaker, & McIntyre, 1973, Case 44; Roffman
et aI., 1972, Cases 45 and 46; Tarter, 1970, Case 48),
retrieval information is explicitly provided in the guise
of list cues: units of information, other than copy cues,
that originally appeared as part of the experimental
list (cf. Tulving & Thomson, 1973).

Finally, in situations in which retrieval is tested in the
absence of explicit list or copy cues, specifically, the
tasks of free recall (Bustamante, Jordan, Vila, Gonzalez,
& Insua, 1970, Cases 05 and 06; Bustamante, Rossello,
Jordan, Pradere, & Insua, 1968, Cases 03 and 04; Darley
et al., 1974, Case 12; Miller et aI., 1978, Experiment 2,
Case 32; R. C. Petersen, 1977, Cases 3941; Weingartner,



1978, Cases 49 and 51; Weingartner, Adefris, Eich, &
Murphy, 1976, Cases 55 and 56; Weingartner & Faillace,
1971, Experiment 2, Case 53; Eich, Note 2, Cases 14
and 16; Eich et al., Note 3, Cases 18 and 20) and nom
inally noncued serial recall (Goodwin et aI., 1969,
Case 27; Hill et al., 1973, Cases 28 and 29; Stillman
et al., 1974, Case 47; Weingartner, Eich, & Allen, 1973,
Case 54), it is convenient to assume that information
necessary for retrieval is carried by invisible cues:
cues whose presence cannot be directly perceived by the
experimenter, nor, perhaps, by the rememberer either
(cL Tulving & Watkins, 1975). Although invisible cues
are assumed to guide retrieval under conditions of
nominally noncued free or serial recall, it is entirely
possible that they may also be responsible for instances
of remembering that occur in the presence of discretely
identifiable list or copy cues. As pointed out by Tulving
and Thomson (1973), subjects may retrieve items by
means of cues other than those explicitly provided by
the experimenter and match the items to the explicit
cues after retrieval has taken place. Such cases will tend
to inflate and distort any absolute measures of cue
effectiveness, and it is for this reason that the potency
of list and copy cues is sometimes assessed in relation to
the basic reference level of recall obtained in the absence
of "observable" reminders.

Sources of Unpredictability
Earlier, it was remarked that human state-dependent

retrieval has acquired a reputation as an unpredictable
phenomenon. In light of the outcomes of the experi
ments summarized in Table 1, this reputation is appar
ently well deserved. Inspection of the compendium
reveals that evidence of SDR was obtained in 26 of the
57 experimental cases, a rather unimpressive value of
about 46%. On further inspection it also becomes appar
ent that the methods of the cases differ in several
respects, as in, for instance, the type of psychoactive
drug administered or the nature of the to-be-remembered
items. Although these differences complicate the com
parison of findings obtained in one experiment with
those obtained in another, it still may be possible to
identify one or more sources of the manifest unpre
dictability of human state dependence. Several of the
more likely of these "sources" are considered below.

Type of psychoactive drug. As is indicated in Table 1,
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seven psychoactive agents-alcohol, amphetamine,
amytal (a short-acting barbiturate), eserine (a cholin
esterase inhibitor), isoflurane (a general anesthetic),
marijuana, and pentothal (an ultrashort-acting barbitu
rate)-have been tested for their capacity to produce
state-dependent effects in normal human adults.3

These seven drugs represent four broadly defined classes
or types of psychoactive agent: anesthetic (alcohol,
amytal, isoflurane, and pentothal), anticholinesterase
(eserine), cannabinoid (marijuana), and stimulant
(amphetamine). Since these drug types are known to
vary widely in both their psychopharmacologic and
their pharmacokinetic properties (see Goodman &
Gilman, 1975), it would not come as too great a surprise
to find that they also vary in their effectiveness as agents
of state dependence.

Data concerning the role of type of psychoactive
drug in the occurrence of SDR appear in Table 2.
Although the data are tabled in a format appropriate for
analysis by chi square, the small numbers of cases
pertaining to the anticholinesterase and stimulant
classes precludes the use of this method of analysis
(Hays, 1973). In lieu of chi square, six Fisher exact
probability tests (Siegel, 1956) were performed, one for
every pairwise combination of drug types. None of these
tests approached statistical significance, which suggest
that the occurrence of state-dependent effects in man is
not conditional on the administration of a certain type
or types of psychoactive agent.

The emphasis on "psychoactive" is noteworthy.
Results obtained in many experiments converge on the
conclusion that drugs that exclusively act outside the
central nervous system (i.e., nonpsychoactive agents) do
not produce state dependence in laboratory animals. The
original evidence for this conclusion came from an
elegant series of experiments carried out by Overton
(1964, 1966). Using rats as subjects, Overton showed
that the state-dependent effects of pentobarbital (Nem
butal), a centrally acting anesthetic, were not mediated
by sensory cues provided by the drug; his efforts to
mimic the effects of state change using selected intero
ceptive and exteroceptive stimuli were repeatedly
unsuccessful. Several more recent studies lend additional
credibility to the idea that state dependence in animals
critically depends for its occurrence on the direct action
of a drug on the brain, and not simply on the evocation

Table 2
Case Outcome as a Function of the Type of Psychoactive Drug Administered

Case Outcome Cases

Type of Drug

Anesthetic
Anticholinesterase
Cannabinoid
Stimulant

+

13
2
9
2

16
2

10
3

+

02,04,06,09,10,27,3941,53-56
49,51
12,14,16,18,20,21,23,29,44
03,05

01,08,25,26,31-38,42,43,48,57
50,52
07,11,13,15,17,19,22,24,28,47
30,45,46

Note-Entries in the columns marked + and - are the number ofcases in which evidence ofSDR did and did not obtain, respectively.
"Cases" refers to entries in Table 1. Drug types are described in the text.
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of a melange of peripheral drug effects (e.g., Downey,
1975; Overton, 1971, 1973).

The role of central vs. peripheral effects of drugs in
the occurrence of human state dependence is unclear at
present. All studies of human SDR reported to date
have involved the administration of centrally acting
drugs, and in most instances the agents were given in
doses sufficient to produce extensive effects on both the
central and peripheral nervous systems (see Eich, 1977).
In the absence of any "hard" evidence relevant to the
issue at hand, it is logical to assume that in both man
and animal, the occurrence of state dependence is con
tingent on the administration of centrally acting drugs.
However, within the realm of psychoactive agents, it
does not seem to matter very much whether the drug
used to produce SDR in man is an anesthetic such as
amytal or a stimulant such as amphetamine, or whether
the sensory cues provided by the drug are typically
robust and readily discriminable, as is true of alcohol,
or relatively insignificant, as is the case with eserine
(Overton, 1972): All are equally effective, or ineffective,
in eliciting state-dependent effects. Thus it is apparent
that the unpredictability of human state-dependent
retrieval cannot be plausibly ascribed to the administra
tion of ineffective types of psychoactive drug.

Dosage of psychoactive drug. Granted that the
likelihood of demonstrating human state dependence is
uncorrelated with the type of centrally acting agent
administered, it nevertheless is conceivable that the
phenomenon may critically depend for its occurrence on
the administration of specific quantities of drug. In
laboratory animals, the magnitude of state-dependent
effects has been found to be directly proportional to
drug dosage across a wide variety of subject species,
experimental tasks, and, with the possible exception of
antimuscarinics such as scopolamine, drug types
(Overton, 1971, 1972). In man, however, the nature of
the relation between size of state-dependent effects and
drug dosage is much less clear. What little evidence
there is suggests that human SDR is most readily demon
strated using moderate amounts of the drugs named
earlier (Overton, 1972). High dosages of many centrally
acting drugs, especially anesthetics, often produce severe
retention deficits that conceivably may obscure any
state.dependent effects that might be present. Indeed,

Overton (1972) has speculated that excessive dosing may
have been responsible for the negative results that were
obtained in an early study of SDR reported by Osborn
et al. (1967, Cases 33 and 34), whose subjects were
heavily sedated with pentothal. On the other hand,
evidence culled from a large number of experiments
indicates that "interactive" or state-dependent effects
almost always occur in conjunction with a reliable
"main" effect of drug on the acquisition of information
about the items or events to be remembered, the reten
tion of that information, or both acquisition and reten
tion (see Eich, 1977; Swanson & Kinsbourne, 1976).
Such main effects may be facilitative or inhibitory in
nature and may be manifested in many ways, depending
upon the particulars of the experimental task at hand
(see, for instance, Parker et aI., 1976; Roffman et al.,
1972). If we assume, for the moment, that the presence
of a reliable effect of drug on either or both acquisition
and retention is a necessary condition for the demonstra
tion of human SDR, and given that such main effects
are unlikely to obtain when relatively small quantities
of drug are dispensed (Eich, 1977), we may infer that
dosages too low to elicit a reliable main effect will also
be too low to elicit state dependence. Thus, it may be
that failures to demonstrate state-dependent effects in
man are attributable to the administration of "ineffec
tive" drug doses, that is, quantities of psychoactive
agent that are not sufficient to produce reliable
acquisition-retention effects.

Evidence relevant to the role of drug-produced main
effects in the occurrence of human SDR is illustrated in
Table 3. Of the 57 cases appearing in the compendium
of SDR experiments (Table 1), all but 6 (Cases 08,
09, 11, 12, 28, and 29) may be classified according to
the presence or absence of a reliable main effect of drug
on either or both acquisition and retention. (Too few
data are provided in the reports of the six missing
cases to permit unequivocal determination of the pres
ence or absence of main effects.) Each main effect pres
ent and main effect absent case may in turn be classified
according to its outcome with respect to the occurrence
of state dependence, as shown in Table 3.

Looking first at cases in which SDR was found, it
can be seen that in all 23 such cases a reliable effect
of drug on either acquisition or retention also obtained.

Table 3
Case Outcome as a Function of the Presence or Absence of a Main Effect of Psychoactive Drug on Acquisition or Retention

Main
Effect

Case Outcome

+ +

Cases

Present

Absent

23

o

21

7

02~,10,14,16,18,20,21,23,

27,3941,44,49,51,53-56
13,15,17,19,22,24,25,30,
32-36,38,4548,50,52,57
01,07,26,31,37,42,43

Note-Entries in the columns marked + and - are the numbers of cases in which evidence ofSDR did and did not obtain, respectively.
"Cases" refers to entries in Table 1.



This observation thus squares with earlier reports (e.g.,
Eich, 1977; Swanson & Kinsbourne, 1976) that the
demonstration of drug-produced main effects is a
necessary condition for the demonstration of interactive
or state-dependent effects.

That the presence of a main effect of drug on either
acquisition or retention does not represent a sufficient
condition for the occurrence of state-dependent retrieval
is apparent upon inspection of cases in which the phe
nomenon was not observed. As shown in Table 3, there
are 21 cases in which evidence of SDR failed to materi
alize despite the presence of reliable acquisition-retention
effects. Plainly, some factor or factors in addition to
the presence of drug-produced main effects must be
responsible for the occurrence of SDR. As also is shown
in Table 3, there are seven cases in which neither a main
effect nor a state-dependent effect of drug was found.
Since it appears that the presence of a main effect of
drug is a necessary, albeit insufficient, condition for the
demonstration of state dependence, the negative out
comes obtained in Cases 01, 07, 26, 31, 37,42, and 43
of Table I may be ascribed to the administration of cen
trally acting drugs in doses that produced negligible
main effects. However, given that these seven negative
results represent only about 23% of the failures to
demonstrate SDR that are stipulated in the compen
dium, it is clear that the search for sources of the unpre
dictability of human state dependence must progress
beyond recognition of the part that drug dosage, as mea
sured by the presence or absence of reliable main effects,
plays in the occurrence of the phenomenon.

At the close of the preceding subsection, it was
claimed that the probability of demonstrating state
dependent effects in man is independent of the type of
centrally acting agent administered. The reader will
recall that this conclusion emerged from an analysis
of the outcomes of all 57 cases that appear in the
compendium of SDR experiments. Now we have seen
that in seven specific instances, the dose of drug dis
pensed was probably too low to elicit state dependence,
and the question naturally arises as to the manner in
which these seven negative outcomes are distributed
among the various kinds of drugs. It is conceivable,
for example, that all seven cases of ineffective dosing
may be confined to experiments concerned with the
state-dependent properties of marijuana. If so, then of
the 10 failures to demonstrate marijuana (or cannabi
noid) -produced SDR that are cited in Table 2, only
3 could not be attributed to the administration of
ineffective drug doses. Given that there are nine cases
in which state dependence was observed using marijuana
(Table 2), the percentage of positive-outcome cases,
conditionalized on effective dosing, would be 75%
(9/12). This figure is considerably higher than the
corresponding "unconditionalized" value of 47% (9/19)
and thus would cast doubt on the veracity of the claim
that state-dependent effects are no more likely to
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occur with marijuana than with any other psychoactive
agent.

The actual data do not bear out this possibility. Of
the seven instances of ineffective dosing, only one
(Case 07) pertains to the administration of marijuana.
This is very close to the number of cases that we would
expect to find if the instances of ineffective dosing were
distributed at random among the four classes of drugs
specified in Table 2.4 The remaining six instances of
ineffective dosing (Cases 01, 26, 31,37,42, and 43)
relate to studies of SDR involving anesthetics, and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis (Siegel, 1956) reveals that
this observed value does not depart significantly from
the number of cases expected by chance (see Footnote 4).
Thus, the conclusion drawn earlier still stands: State
dependent effects are no more or less likely to obtain
with marijuana than with anesthetics, stimulants, or
cholinesterase inhibitors.

Nature of the target items and the "level" of item
analysis. Yet a third possible source of the unpredict
ability of human state-dependent retrieval concerns the
nature of the stimulus events whose occurrence the sub
ject is asked to remember. As indicated in Table 1,
several kinds of items-common words, meaningful
sentences, and pictures of familiar scenes, to name just
three-have served as the foci of to-be-remembered
events in experimental studies of SDR. Granted that
how well something is remembered depends in part on
what that something is (Tulving & Thomson, 1973),
it is conceivable that the nature of the target items may
play an integral role in the occurrence of state depen
dence.

Evidence presented in the compendium of SDR
studies lends little support to this conjecture. Careful
reading of the compendium reveals that state-dependent
retrieval has been found to occur with roughly a dozen
different types of target items, including geometric
figures (Case 05), uncommon category exemplars
(Case 23), free associations to words (Case 54), and both
abstract and concrete nouns (Cases 55 and 56). Given
this diversity of stimulus materials, it would seem that,
in the main, the demonstration of state-dependent
effects is not conditional on the use of a particular type
or types of to-be-remembered item.

Of related interest is the possibility that the occur
rence of SDR may critically depend on the nature of the
encoding operations the subject performs on the target
items at the time of their original presentation. Recent
experiments by Craik and his colleagues (e.g., Craik
& Tulving, 1975; Fisher & Craik, 1977; Moscovitch &
Craik, 1976) have shown that the memorability of one
and the same target word may vary enormously depend
ing on the "level" at which the word is analyzed or
encoded at input, with "deep," semantically oriented
analysis typically producing both better recall and
better recognition performance than "shallow," non
semantic encoding. In light of the findings of these
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Figure 1. Mean proportions (and corresponding standard
errors) of words produced in free recall as functions of experi
mental condition (congruent vs. disparate state) and "level"
of word analysis (deep vs. shallow).

perspective of the present discussion, most important,
it is apparent that the magnitude of the difference in
word recall found between congruent and disparate
states was not appreciably affected by the level at which
the words were analyzed at input (F < 1.00). This
finding, viewed within the context of remarks made
earlier in this subsection, suggests that the occurrence of
state-dependent retrieval is independent not solely of
what it is that the subject is asked to remember, but of
how it is analyzed or encoded as well.

Earlier, it was stated that participants in the 1evels-of
analysis study of SDR were tested for recognition as well
as for free recall of the target words. Results of the
recognition test were similar to those obtained in free
recall with respect to the demonstration of a charac
teristic, although attenuated, levels effect; the mean
proportions of deeply and shallowly analyzed words
correctly identified were .88 and .79, respectively
[F(1,10)=3.77, MSe=.013, .OSO<p<.100]. How
ever, in sharp contrast to the outcome of the free
recall test, experimental manipulation of the similarity
between study and test states produced negligible effects
on the accuracy of recognition memory: Whereas an
average of .89 and .78 of the deeply and shallowly
analyzed words were recognized under Condition DD,
the corresponding means generated under Condition DN
were .88 and .81 (the F ratios for the main effect of
experimental condition and the interaction of experi
mental condition with level of word analysis were both
less than unity).6 The finding that evidence of state-
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experiments, the question arises whether-and, if so,
how-the occurrence of state dependence is related to
the level at which the to-be-remembered· items are
analyzed at input.

As of this writing, only one study of SDR from the
perspective afforded by the levels-of-analysis framework
has been reported, this being an investigation ofthe state
dependent properties of marijuana performed by Eich
(Note 2, Cases 13-16). During the study phase of this
experiment, every participant (male college students)
was presented 24 common words, half of which he
analyzed at a deep level and half at a shallow level.
Deep analysis was encouraged by asking the subject
either to produce a synonym for a particular target word
or to rate the word's "pleasantness" on a 7·point scale.
Shallow analysis, in contrast, was fostered by instruct
ing the subject either to generate a rhyme for a given
target word or to define the word's part of speech
(see Hyde & Jenkins, 1969). To ensure against item
selection artifacts, each of the 24 target words was
included in each of the four analytical tasks (synonym
production, pleasantness rating, rhyme generation, and
part-of-speech defmition) equally often across subjects.

Following a 4-h retention interval, the subject was
asked to recall as many of the target words as possible in
any order. Immediately upon completion of free recall,
the subject was given a test of recognition memory
using two-alternative forced-choice techniques. (In
point of fact, only 12 of the 20 subjects in the study
were tested for recognition; the remaining 8 subjects
were engaged in a different experiment immediately
following free recall and therefore had to forego the
recognition test.) Both free recall and recognition
memory were "surprise" tests inasmuch as the subject
had not been led to expect that his powers of recollec
tion would be examined. Every participant in the experi
ment studied the target words shortly after having
smoked a marijuana cigarette containing 15 mg of
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the presumed
active ingredient in marijuana or the immediate pre
cursor thereof (see Eich et al., 1975; Stillman et al.,
1974). Ten subjects were subsequently tested for both
free recall and recognition memory while in a comparable
state of marijuana intoxication (the congruent state,
Condition DD); an equal number of subjects were tested
while sober (the disparate state, Condition DN).

The results of the free recall test, in the form of
mean proportions of target words produced, are illus
trated in Figure 1. Inspection of the figure reveals that
regardless of experimental condition [Le., congruent
(DD) vs. disparate (DN) states], deep analysis yielded
better recall than did shallow, a typical "levels" effect
[F(1,18) = 10.48, MSe=.017]. It may also be seen
that, irrespective of the level of word analysis, a greater
proportion of words was recalled under congruent as
opposed to disparate states, a typical SDR effect
[F(1,18) = 8.61, MSe = .021].5 Finally, and, from the



dependent retrieval obtains under conditions of free
recall but not recognition memory suggests that the
occurrence of the phenomenon may be contingent on
the use of certain kinds of experimental tasks or
paradigms. What it is that determines the sensitivity of
a given task to the detection of state-dependent effects
is a question of obvious import, and one that will soon
be examined in fine detail.

Summary. We have seen that the unpredictability of
human state-dependent retrieval is not directly linked to
the type of psychoactive drug that is used to produce
the phenomenon, the nature of the items whose occur
rence the subject is asked to remember, or the "level"
at which the items are analyzed at input. It has also been
observed that in seven specific instances (viz., Cases 01,
07, 26, 31, 37, 42, and 43 of Table 1), failures to
demonstrate state dependence probably resulted from
the administration of ineffective drug doses (see the
section titled "Dosage of psychoactive drug"). Since
the pool of negative outcomes numbers 31, this means
that approximately 77% of the failures to demonstrate
SDR that appear in Table 1 cannot be explained on the
basis of drug type, drug dosage, composition of the
to-be-remembered items, or level of item analysis.

Fortunately, the unpredictability of human state
dependence is not quite as intractable as the preceding
remarks would seem to suggest. There exists another
experimental variable whose manipulation accounts for
most of the remaining variance in case outcome with
respect to the occurrence of SDR. This variable is the
presence or absence of discretely identifiable retrieval
cues in the cognitive environment of the rememberer,
and the part "observable" cues play in the occurrence
of human state dependence is the focal point of discus
sion in the next section of the paper.

The Cuing Effect in State-Dependent Retrieval
We begin with the observation that remembering of

an event never occurs "spontaneously": Retrieval is
always effected by a stimulus, a query, or a cue whose
informational content, its "interpretation by the system
in semantic memory" (Tulving & Watkins, 1975, p. 274),
matches or complements information stored in episodic
memory about the event. Thus, remembering is regarded
as a joint product of trace information acquired in the
past and appropriate retrieval information present in
the immediate cognitive environment of the rememberer
(Flexser & Tu1ving, 1978; Tulving, 1976).

In certain experimental tasks, such as free recall,
remembering occurs in the absence of any specific
instigators; nevertheless, it is plausible to assume that
invisible cues carry the retrieval information necessary
to bring about remembering (Tulving & Bower, 1974;
Tulving & Watkins, 1975). In other tasks, such as paired
associate learning, information that may be useful in
retrieval is provided in the form of discretely identifiable
list cues, as when, for example, the stimulus member
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of a previously studied word pair is presented as a cue
for the recovery of the response member of the pair.
And in tasks involving recognition rather than recall,
retrieval information is conveyed by special kinds of
list cues-copy cues, or literal replicas of the items or
events to be remembered (Tulving, 1976; Tulving &
Thomson, 1973). In the remainder of this section,
evidence bearing on the roles of invisible, list, and copy
cues in the occurrence of state-dependent retrieval will
be examined.

The first piece of relevant evidence comes from a
study of the state-dependent properties of marijuana
reported by Eich et al. (1975, Cases 21-24; also see Eich,
1977). In this experiment, each of 15 male college
students alternately studied and was tested for the
recall of a long list of words under the four conditions
DD, DN, ND, and NN, where D and N designate the
states induced by smoking a marijuana cigarette con
taining 10 and, effectively, 0 mg THC, respectively.

During the study phase of every condition, the sub
ject was asked to memorize a list composed of 12 cate·
gories of conceptually related words, each category
consisting of a category name (e.g., Flowers) and four
exemplars of the category, two common (e.g., DAISY,
ROSE) and two rare (e.g., JONQUIL, ZINNIA). (The
distinction between common and rare category exemplars
was based on normative data published by Battig and
Montague, 1969.) Four equivalent lists were constructed,
one for each condition. Lists were read once in a
blocked fashion at a rate of approximately 1.5 sec per
category name or category exemplar. The subject was
informed, immediately prior to list presentation, that he
would be asked to recall the 48 exemplars included in
the list following a 4·h delay. The interval separating
successive conditions ranged from 2 to 3 days, and the
order in which the subjects completed the four condi
tions was systematically varied.

During the test phase of every condition, the subject
was given two tests of exemplar recall. In both tests his
mission was to reproduce, in any preferred order, as
many as possible of the exemplars that had been studied
earlier that day. Further, both tests required written
responses and were self-paced. The critical difference
between the two examinations was that, in the test of
category cuing, the subject was provided a listing of the
12 appropriate category names as an aid in reprodUcing
the exemplars, whereas in the test of free recall, the
subject was not explicitly reminded of the category
names and hence was left to his own devices to generate
the "invisible" cues necessary for retrieval. The test of
category cuing was always administered immediately
upon completion of free recall.

Data gleaned from the experiment were submitted to
a four-factor analysis of variance with study state, test
state, exemplar type, and test type treated as within
subjects variables. The analysis revealed that the simple
effects of study state [study N superior to study D:
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Figure 2. Mean proportions (and corresponding standard
errors) of exemplars recalled as functions of experimental
condition (congruent VB. disparate state), exemplar type (com·
mon VB. rare), and test type [free recall (FR) vs. category cuing
(CC»).

F(1,14) =5.00, MSe =.022], exemplar type [common
superior to rare: F(1,14) = 23.27, MSe = .011]' and test
type [category cuing superior to free recall: F(1 ,14) =
116.90, MSe =.022] were statistically reliable; so too
was the interaction of exemplar type with test type
[F(1,14) =24.88, MSe =.008] (cf. Bahrick, 1971;
Wood, 1967).

Also reliable, and of more immediate interest, was the
triple interaction among study state, test state, and test
type [F(l,14) = 7.27, MSe = .012]. The locus of this
interaction may be identified in Figure 2, in which the
mean proportions of category exemplars recalled are
depicted as functions of exemplar type, test type, and
experimental condition (Le., congruent state, the average
level of recall obtained under Conditions DD and NN,
and disparate state, the average yielded by Condi
tions DN and ND). Inspection of the figure reveals that,

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION

whereas a change of pharmacological state between the
study and test sessions of the experiment produced a
modest but consistent impairment in the free recall of
both common and rare category exemplars, no com
parable deficits were apparent under conditions of
category cuing. Similar interactions have been observed
by Swanson, Eich, and Kinsbourne (Note 4), whose
experiment focused on the state-dependent effects of
methylphenidate (Ritalin) in hyperactive children, and
by Weingartner (1978, Cases 49-52) in a study ofeserine
produced SDR in normal adults.7 Thus, by manipulating
the presence or absence of explicit list cues (viz., cate·
gory names) in the cognitive environment of the remem
berer, it is possible to demonstrate both the occurrence
and the erasure of state dependence within one and the
same experiencing individual. The reader may recall that
a similar conclusion emerged from the SDR/levels-of.
analysis experiment that was described earlier. In this
study, retrieval of information about both deeply and
shallowly analyzed words was found to be state depen
dent for marijuana under conditions of free recall but
not for recognition memory. Taken together, then, the
results of the "category cuing" and "levels" studies
suggest that (1) the occurrence of SDR is limited to
experimental situations, such as free recall, in which
"invisible" cues may be assumed to guide retrieval, and
(2) the deleterious effect of a state change on perfor
mance in a test of nominally noncued recall can be
completely negated by probing memory with "observ·
able" list or copy cues.

Additional evidence concerning the roles of invisible,
list, and copy cues in the demonstration of state depen
dence is presented in Table 4. Data appearing in this
table illustrate the relation between the outcome of a
given case with respect to the occurrence of SDR, on
the one hand, and the nature of the retrieval cues
invisible, list, or copy-that art: assumed to be available
to the rememberer, on the other. A total of 50 cases
are represented in the table; Cases 01, 07, 26,31,37,
42, and 43 in the compendium of SDR experiments
(Table 1) have been omitted since the negative outcomes
obtained in these 7 cases may be ascribed to the adminis·
tration of ineffective drug doses (see the section titled
"Dosage of psychoactive drug").
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Table 4
Case Outcome as a Function of the Nature of the Retrieval Cues Available to the Remember

Case Outcome Cases
Nature of

Cues + +

Invisible 23 3 0J{l6, 09, 12,14,16,18,20,21, 28,32,4723,27,29,3941,49,51,53·56
List 1 10 44 22,24,30,34,38,45,46,48,50,52
Copy 2 11 02,10 08,11,13,15,17,19,25,33,35,36,57

Note-Entries in the columns marked + and - are the numbers of cases in which evidence ofSDR did and did not obtain, respectively.
"Cases" refers to entries in Table 1.



There are three points to be made with respect to the
pattern of case outcomes depicted in Table 4. First,
how likely or unlikely state-dependent effects are to be
found depends in large measure on whether retrieval
is tested in the presence or the absence of explicit
reminders. With few exceptions, failures to demonstrate
state dependence are confined to cases in which access
to stored information was presumably mediated by
"observable" list or copy cues, and successes, to cases
in which retrieval must have been guided by "invisible"
stimuli. As might be inferred on the basis of visual
inspection of the data, statistical analysis reveals that the
magnitude of this so-called cuing effect is impressive
[t(2) =28.95, q>, =.761].s

Second, when the nature of the retrieval cues avail
able to the rememberer remains constant, the probability
of demonstrating state dependence also remains constant
across a broad spectrum of experimental conditions.
Inspection of Table 4 (using information provided in
Table I and in the section labeled "Format of the
compendium and types of retrieval cues" as the basis
for inspection) reveals that in situations in which access
to stored information could only have been mediated by
invisible retrieval cues, state-dependent effects have
been found with anesthetics as well as with stimulants
(e.g., Cases 03 and 04), with both deeply and shallowly
analyzed words (Cases 14 and 16), and with target items
reproduced under conditions of either free or nominally
noncued serial recall (e.g., Cases 09 and 29). It may
also be seen that in situations in which retrieval was
tested in the presence of discretely identifiable list cues,
rarely has SDR been observed, despite considerable
variation, from one instance to the next, in the kind of
drug administered (e .g., Cases 24 and 34), the composi
tion of the cue-target pairs (e.g., Cases 38 and 46),
and the type of cued recall task employed, that is,
paired associate learning (e.g., Case 48) as opposed to
category cuing (e.g., Case 50). Similar invariances may
be discovered by comparing the methods and procedures
used in cases that pertain to the operation of copy
cues (e.g., Cases 15, 25,35, and 57).

Finally, data appearing in Table 4 lend credibility to
the claim that the unpredictability of human state
dependent retrieval is more apparent than real. Inspec·
tion of the table discloses a total of 26 cases involving
the nominally noncued free or serial recall of target
items, tasks in which the level of recall performance
may be assumed to be directly related to the effective
ness of invisible retrieval cues. Of these 26 cases, 23,
or roughly 88%, yielded reliable evidence of SDR. By
any reasonable standard, this is high likelihood of
success and is hardly the result one would expect of a
genuinely unpredictable phenomenon. Thus, the "prob
lem" ofunpredictability stated at the outset of the paper
turns out not to be a problem after all, but rather a
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natural consequence of neglect of the roles invisible and
observable cues serve in the occurrence of human state
dependence. Still, it remains to be explained why
state-dependent effects should be more likely to emerge
when recollection is attempted in the absence of explicit
reminders than in their presence. Speculations about
the nature of the cognitive processes underlying the
cuing effect in human state-dependent retrieval are
considered in the next and concluding major part of
the article.

DISCUSSION

The "Message" of the Paper
The purpose of this report has been to identify

sources of the apparent unpredictability of human
SDR. To this end, a substantial body of evidence has
been examined concerning the roles of several, seemingly
important experimental variables in the occurrence of
SDR. Of the variables considered, one-the presence or
absence of explicit retrieval cues in the cognitive environ
ment of the rememberer-seems to matter most. More
specifically, it has been shown that, whereas evidence of
state dependence almost invariably obtains under
conditions in which retrieval is tested in the absence of
discretely identifiable list or copy cues, rarely is the
phenomenon demonstrated when retrieval is tested in
the presence of such "observable" reminders. It has also
been shown that when the nature of the cues available
to the rememberer is held constant, manipulations of
variables, including the type of centrally acting drug
administered, the composition of the to-be-remembered
items, and the "level" of item analysis, generally have
little influence on the likelihood of demonstrating SDR.
Consequently, if there was but one "message" to be
taken from the evidence and analyses presented thus far,
it would be that human SDR is a cue-dependent phenom
enon, that is, one whose occurrence critically depends
on the exact nature of the retrieval information or cues
that are available to the rememberer.

There are five senses in which this basic message may
be of interest and significance to students of both
memory in general and SDR in particular. First, given
that state-dependent effects almost always obtain in
experiments in which only invisible cues are available to
the rememberer (and this, despite considerable variation,
from one experiment to the next, in the drugs, stimulus
materials, and tasks employed), it becomes increasingly
difficult to cling to the belief that, in the words of
Hilgard and Bower (1975, p. 547), evidence of SDR in
man "rests on precarious grounds." There are, to be
sure, many vexing problems to be resolved in the quest
of an explanation of human state dependence, several
of which will be considered below, but the purported
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unpredictability of the phenomenon need not be counted
among them.

Second, investigators who seek to evaluate the
capacity of a drug to elicit state-dependent effects in
man would be well advised to design their experiments
with a view to the fmding that such effects are unlikely
to occur when retrieval is prompted with explicit list or
copy cues. This should be a particularly important
consideration in experiments dealing with clinically
significant drugs, such as the phenothiazines and tricyclic
antidepressants, that have not previously been studied
within the context of SDR; in such experiments, ques
tions of state dependence may be of relevance both in
the analysis of the underlying mechanisms of drug
action and in the assessment of the therapeutic
efficacy of the agent.

Third, there is reason to believe that the presence or
absence of explicit retrieval cues is a key determinant
not solely of the occurrence of human state dependence,
but of infrahuman state dependence as well. The perti
nent evidence comes from a recent study reported by
Connelly, Connelly, and Phifer (1975) on the state
dependent effects of chlordiazepoxide hydrochloride
(Librium) on the performance of an escape-learning task
(also see Connelly, Connelly, & Epps, 1973). During
the initial phase of this experiment, male hooded rats
were trained to run to either the left or the right goalbox
of a T maze. A black curtain was suspended at the
entrance to each goalbox, and behind each curtain was
a guillotine door. Throughout training, the door leading
to the experimentally designated "correct" goalbox was
left open, while the door to the incorrect box remained
closed. The choice point separating the goalboxes was
electrified, as was the area from which the animal began
its run, so it behooved the subject to move from the
starting gate to the correct goalbox as quickly as possible.
Subjects were trained under either drug-present or
drug-free conditions (States D and N, respectively).
Training continued until the animal could go the distance
between the start- and goalboxes in less than 1 min on
18 out of 20 consecutive trials.

One day after the criterion of learning was reached,
subjects were given 5 days of testing with five trials/day.
On each test trial, the animal was again placed in the
startbox, but now both guillotine doors were opened
and no electric shocks were administered. Subjects were
tested in the same drug state as original training on the
even-numbered testing days and in the opposite state on
odd-numbered days (e.g., D training; N-D-N-D-N testing).

Results of the test sessions yielded clear evidence of
state dependence: When training and testing were com
pleted in the same drug state (D or N), the animals
almost invariably turned to the correct goalbox (i.e.,
the box to which they had been trained to run); how
ever, when testing took place in the state opposite to
that of original learning, the subjects responded in a
random fashion, with left and right turns occurring
equally often.

In addition to training and testing animals in the
manner sketched above, Connelly et al. (1975) also ran a
second group of subjects, the "tone" group. During the
initial training of the second group, a I-kHz tone was
sounded as soon as the animal was placed in the electri
fied startbox; in this manner, fear produced by the
shock became classically conditioned to the auditory
stimulus. During the 5 days of nonshock testing, the
tone was reactivated every time the subject was returned
to the startbox, regardless of whether testing ensued in
the same state as training or in the alternate state. In all
other respects, training and testing were identical to that
received by the "no-tone" subjects, as described above.

Under conditions in which the tone was present at
acquisition and at test, no evidence of state dependence
was apparent. Irrespective of the similarity or dissimilarity
of acquisition and test drug states, animals classically
conditioned to the tone consistently turned in the
direction established during original learning; as Connelly
et al. (1975, p.141) put it, "they remembered and
performed what they had been trained to do." Thus it
appears that by providing the rememberer-whether
human or laboratory animal-with an appropriate,
"observable" reminder-a tone, category name, copy
cue, or whatever-the deleterious effect of a change of
drug state can be effectively mitigated.

The fourth point of interest is revealed in the out
comes of three recent studies of context effects in
human episodic memory. In the first of these studies
(Godden & Baddeley, 1975; also see Baddeley, 1976,
pp. 74-75), experienced scuba divers studied a long list
of common, unrelated words in one of two natural
environments, underwater or on land, and were later
tested for both free recall and recognition memory
either in the same environment in which memori
zation occurred or in the alternate context. Results of
the free recall test yielded unmistakable evidence of
context-dependent retrieval: Whereas an average of 35%
of the target words were reproduced when testing took
place in the original learning environment, the mean
corresponding to the disparate context conditions of the
experiment was only 24%. In sharp contrast to these
results, manipulations of study-test contexts were found
to produce negligible effects on the probability of target
word recognition (Baddeley, 1976, pp.74-75). This
pattern of experimental outcomes should strike the
reader as familiar, for it is identical to the pattern
observed in the "levels" study of marijuana-induced
SDR that was examined earlier. Thus it looks as though
the cuing effect is capable of manifesting itself not only
at the level of the sea, but beneath it as well.

In a second relevant study (Weingartner, Note 5),
unipolar depressive patients studied a list of conceptually
categorized words the morning after a sleepless night and
were subsequently tested for retrieval either in a compar
able "affective" context of sleep deprivation or follow
ing a normal night's rest. Context dependence was
evident under conditions of free recall, but it disappeared



when category names were provided as retrieval cues, a
finding that parallels results obtained in the "category
cuing" study of the state-dependent properties of
marijuana that was reviewed previously. Finally, Smith,
Glenberg, and Bjork (1978) have reported a series of
experiments involving systematic manipulations of the
similarity between the rooms in which college students
memorized and were later tested for the retention of
common words. Their data show quite clearly that only
when recollection is tested in the absence of discretely
identifiable list or copy cues are substantial context
dependent effects likely to be in evidence (cf. Abernethy,
1940; Smith & Guthrie, 1921).

Thus we have at hand three experiments, each requir
ing the services of different types of individuals, each
involving different kinds of contextual manipulations,
and each presumably undertaken with somewhat dif
ferent hypotheses in mind. Yet a leitmotiv emerges from
the collective data: Depending on the presence or
absence of explicit retrieval cues in the cognitive environ
ment of the rememberer, evidence of context-dependent
retrieval is less or more likely to obtain. This, of course,
is precisely the same theme that runs through the
literature concerned with the context-dependent effects
of centrally acting drugs. Hence it is apparent that the
generality of the cuing effect extends not only across
different species of subject (as revealed by the work of
Connelly et ai, 1975, described above), but also across
different varieties of context.

Finally, and arguably most important, recognition of
the cue-dependent nature of human SDR brings into
bold relief questions for future research that otherwise
might have been overlooked. How, for instance, is it
possible that appropriate category-name cues completely
negate the deleterious effect of a change of drug state
upon retrieval performance, when surely cuing per se
does not serve to reintroduce the original pharmaco
logical context (Roediger, 1975)? Can the amnesic effect
of state change be attenuated by the provision of cues in
addition to those of a lexical or pictorial nature-fragrance
cues, for example. And is there a basic difference, with
respect to the importance of cuing conditions, between
context effects elicited by drugs and those associated
with, say, hypnotically induced mood states (Bower,
Monteiro, & Gilligan, 1978) or natural biological rhythms
(Holloway, 1978), or is it the case that pharmacological
and nonpharmacological manifestations of context
dependent retrieval differ solely at the level of empirical
operations? But of the many questions one might want
to ask about the cuing effect and its implications, per
haps the most obvious is: why does the effect occur? A
tentative answer to this question is offered below.

The Cuing Effect: Speculations, Assumptions,
and Tentative Explanation

We have seen that an important determinant of the
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phenomenon of SDR is the presence or absence of
explicit cues as part of the retrieval test. Granted the
existence of the cuing effect in human state dependence,
how might we explain its occurrence?

One approach to this question is based on the princi
ple of encoding specificity (Tulving, 1976, 1979; Tulving
& Thomson, 1973). According to this principle, "specific
encoding operations performed on what is perceived
determine what is stored, and what is stored determines
what retrieval cues are effective in providing access to
what is stored" (Tulving & Thomson, 1973, p. 369).
Thus, to take a simple example from a study described
earlier, if "what is perceived" is the appearance of the
target word DAISY in an experimental list, and if "what
is stored" includes information about the class or cate
gory of objects to which the word commonly refers,
then presentation of the category name Flowers will
facilitate the recall of DAISY as the target word. The
assumption here is that retrieval information contained
in the cue will match or complement information stored
in episodic memory about the target word event; hence,
DAISY is more likely to be recalled in the presence of
Flowers than in the absence of the category name cue.

If what is stored, the memory trace, also includes
information about the particular pharmacological
state in which DAISY was initially encoded, then that
state too will serve as an effective retrieval cue. That is,
reinstatement at output of the pharmacological context
in which the target word was presented may be seen
to provide the rememberer with an invisible cue for
retrieval or with a source of such pharmacological cues.
Hence, DAISY is more likely to be recalled in the
presence of appropriate pharmacological cues (Le., under
congruent state experimental conditions) than in their
absence (Le., under disparate state conditions).

In the foregoing example, a situation is depicted in
which recollection of the word event DAISY might be
facilitated by the presentation of either of two kinds of
retrieval cues: one "observable" in nature (the category
name Flowers), the other "invisible" (the reinstated
pharmacological context). The possibility that access to
stored information about one and the same event might
be gained through such qualitatively different retrieval
stimuli suggests a simple yet plausible explanation for
the cuing effect in human state dependence. Specifically,
under conditions in which recall of the target word
DAISY is tested in the absence of any effective, obser
vable reminders such as Flowers, the subject will be
forced to rely solely on invisible cues to guide retrieval.
Given that the immediate drug state of the rememberer
may serve as a source of these invisible stimuli, and on
the unassailable assumption that pharmacological cues
available in State A will have more information in com
mon with events that were encoded in a similar State A'
than those encountered in a dissimilar State B (cf.
Tulving, 1976), then we may expect the probability of
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the recall of DAISY to vary as a direct function of the
completeness of the reinstatement, at retrieval, of the
original encoding state. Hence, retrieval of information
about the target word event should appear to be drug
state dependent.

Alternatively, under conditions in which recall of
DAISY as the target word is tested in the presence of an
explicit reminder such as Flowers, the subject need not
rely exclusively on invisible cues to mediate retrieval.
Even though appropriate pharmacological cues may be
unavailable to the rememberer (as presumably would be
the case following a change of drug state), access to
stored information about the word event nevertheless
might be gained via the observable stimulus. Indeed, so
long as appropriate retrieval information can be and is
extracted from the cue Flowers under disparate as well
as congruent states (cL Tulving, 1976), we may expect
the probability of the recall of DAISY to be relatively
invariant with respect to the similarity (or dissimilarity)
between encoding and retrieval states. Hence, retrieval
of information about the target word event should not
appear to be drug-state dependent. The pastiche of
assumptions, speculations, and inferences sketched
above thus strongly implies, and in a modest sense
explains, what we now know to be an empirical fact:
that other things being equal, state-dependent effects are
more likely to be found when retrieval is tested in the
absence of discretely identifiable reminders than in
their presence.

Full implications of the proposed explanation of the
cuing effect remain to be worked out and explored. As
noted above, whether or not a to-be-remembered event
such as DAISY is recalled in the presence of an explicit
retrieval stimulus such as Flowers will be independent
of the similarity between encoding and retrieval drug
states provided that appropriate information can be and
is extracted from the cue. It follows that if, for any
reason, the information derived from the cue is not
compatible with stored information about the target
event, the mere presence of the cue as part of the
memory test will diminish neither the extent to which
the subject must rely on unseen pharmacological cues
to effect retrieval nor, consequently, the likelihood with
which retrieval will appear to be drug-state dependent.
Thus, a promising approach to the study of human state
dependence would be to investigate the conditions under
which discretely identifiable retrieval cues fail to make
contact with the memory traces of to-be-remembered
events, for it will be under these very same conditions
that state.dependent effects should manifest themselves
despite the presence of observable reminders.

The Cuing Effect and the Principle
of Ceteris Paribus

In search of sources of the apparent unpredictability
of human SDR, we have examined evidence concerning
several experimental variables that have been or might be

thought to play key roles in the occurrence of the
phenomenon. By now it is a familiar story to the reader
that the variable of chief significance seems to be the
presence or absence of discretely identifiable retrieval
cues in the cognitive environment of the rememberer. It
should be made clear, however, that the assertion about
the critical role played by cuing conditions in the
oCCurrence of SDR, like any other scientific hypothesis,
must be accepted within the spirit of the principle of
ceteris paribus: Evidence for one source of influence
does not rule out the possibility of contributions from
other sources (A. C. Petersen, 1979; Tulving, 1979). The
observation that, in the main, failures to demonstrate
state dependence are not attributable to the type of
centrally acting agent administered, the quantity of drug
dispensed, the nature of the items whose occurrence the
subject is asked to remember, or the level at which the
items are analyzed at input does not mitigate the rele
vance of the principle to our present concerns, for it
could well be argued that these variables do not exhaust
the list of potentially important factors. Indeed, it has
been suggested that the likelihood of demonstrating
state-dependent effects in man depends, among other
things, on the degree of original learning (Cohen &
Rickles, 1974), the population from which the subject
sample is drawn (Lisman, 1974; Weingartner & Faillace,
1971), and the extent to which processing and utili
zation of serial order information is required in the
performance of the memory task at hand (Eich, 1977;
Hill et al., 1973; Stillman et aI., 1974). The evidence
on which these suggestions are based is, however,
fragmentary, and for this reason it was not con
sidered in the present report. Still, we would be
wise to keep an open mind about such matters.
Although there can be little doubt that the nature of
the cuing conditions is an important factor in the
occurrence of human SDR, other variables of equal,
perhaps even greater, significance may exist, awaiting
discovery.
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NOTES

I. At the level of analytical operations, test-5ession data
generated within the context of the 2 by 2 experimental design
are typically submitted to a two-factor (study state vs. test state)
analysis of variance. Essentially, this analysis tests for the main
effect of drug on the formation and retention of target memory
traces (the study~tate factor), the main effect of drug on the
utilization of target traces (the test~tate factor), and the
interactive or state-dependent effect of the agent (the interaction
between study and test states). If the analysis of test~essiondata
reveals a statistically reliable interaction (reliability is here
defined in terms of alpha values less than 5%; cf. Footnote 3),
and if the data conform to the "crossover" pattern alluded to in
the text above, the occurrence of state dependence is indicated
(cf. Swanson & Kinsbourne, 1978).

An alternative method for the analysis of 2 by 2 data has
been employed by Weingartner and his associates (specifically,
Cases 53-56 in Table 1). The tactic here is to enter test"'lession
data into a one-factor analysis of variance, with the four experi
mental conditions of the 2 by 2 design treated as levels of a
single variable. If the "conditions" factor is revealed to be
statistically significant, supplemental analyses are carried out
with a view to identifying the locus of the reliable effect. In
terms of statistical propriety, the one-factor method suffers in
comparison with the two-factor analysis sketched above, in
which the presence of state dependence is inferred partly on the
basis of a significant interaction between study and test states.
Nevertheless, the results reported by Weingartner and his col
leagues are interpretable and do appear relevant to the issues of
concern in the present paper.

Final1y, it should be noted that although most of the material
appearing in the compendium of SDR experiments (Table 1) is
excerpted from studies involving the 2 by 2 design, alternative
experimental configurations are represented in the compendium
by Cases 01-06, 33-38, and 57. Readers should consult the
pertinent publications, cited in the compendium, for specific
information concerning the experimental and analytical proce
dures followed in these cases. An alternative design was also
employed in a previously unpublished study (Eich, Note 2,
Cases 13-16 in Table 1); this study is examined in detail later in
the present paper.

2. No distinction is posited in the present article between
symmetric and asymmetric manifestations of SDR. In its broadest
sense, asymmetric state dependence refers to the f'mding that
information about the items or events to be remembered "trans
fers" less completely in the direction of drug-present to drug
absent states (experimental Condition DN) than in the reverse
direction (Condition ND). Symmetric state dependence, in



contrast, is defmed by the observation of equally impaired
transfer of information under both disparate state treatments.
As has been pointed out by several methodologists (Deutsch &
Roll, 1973; Overton, 1974; Swanson & Kinsbourne, 1978), the
2 by 2 design provides too little information to allow one to
determine whether asymmetric state dependence is a genuine
phenomenon, or whether apparent asymmetries result from the
confluence of various "simple" drug effects, such as an
impairment of encoding in combination with facilitation of
retrieval. (This point also applies to experimental designs other
than the 2 by 2, including those represented by Cases 01.Q6,
33·38, and 57 in Table 1). Still, the 2 by 2 design, in addition to
the alternative confIgurations entailed in the cases cited above,
does appear suitable for the purpose of substantiating the
occurrence of an "overall" state-{fependent effect (Swanson &
Kinsbourne, 1978), and it is the presence or absence of such an
effect that is of principal concern in this paper.

3. Several experiments that claim to focus on the state
dependent effects of psychoactive drugs in normal adults are
not cited in the compendium. In the case of Hinrichsen etal.
(1974), whose study addressed the state-{fependent effects of
alcohol upon paired associate learning, the F value for the
interaction between study and test states was significant at the
7% level. Since this value does not meet the criterion for statis
tical reliability adopted in the present paper (see Footnote 1),
the outcome of the experiment in question might legitimately
be classified as negative and so entered in the compendium.
However, the fact that the significance value associated with
the critical interaction is so near the adopted criterion suggests
that a technically reliable state-{fependent effect might have
obtained had Hinrichsen et al. tested a few more subjects or by
some other means increased the statistical power of their experi
ment. (In this regard, it deserves notice that in every negative
outcome case included in the compendium, statistical tests for
the occurrence of state dependence yielded unquestionably
nonsignificant results, with alpha values typically greater than
25%). In view of the uncertain nature of its outcome, the
Hinrichsen et al. experiment is excluded from consideration.

In three additional studies involving alcohol (Birnbaum,
Parker, Hartley, & Noble, 1978; Jones, 1973; Miller et al., 1978,
Experiment 1), the experimental designs employed prohibit one
from drawing any firm conclusions about the presence or absence
of state-{fependent effects.

In yet another study concerning alcohol (Cowan, 1976),
interpretation of results pertaining to the recollection of repeat
edly presented target items is clouded by the fmding of inexpli
cably large differences in the degree of initial learning attained
by subjects assigned to the DD and DN conditions of the experi
ment. (Cases 08 and 09 in Table 1 of the present paper refer to
Cowan's results for once-presented targets.)

The sixth and fmal omission is the study of the state
dependent properties of diazepam (Valium) reported by
Liljequist, Linnoila, and Mattila (1977). Unfortunately, the
methods and procedures followed in this experiment are not
described in sufficient detail to permit an attempt at repli
cation, and it is for this reason that the study is excluded from
consideration.

4. Calculation of the expected number of cases works as
follows: Of the 57 cases appearing in the compendium of SDR
experiments (Table 1),19, or 33.3%, involve the administration
of marijuana. If the seven cases of ineffective dosing were
distributed randomly among the four classes of psychoactive
drugs specified in Table 2, then 2.33 (33.3% of 7) would pertain
to marijuana. Rounded to the nearest integer, the expected
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number of cases of ineffective dosing with marijuana would thus
be 2, which is only 1greater than the observed number (see text).
Based on similar computations, the numbers of cases of ineffec
tive dosing anticipated for the anesthetic, anticholinesterase, and
stimulant classes are 4, 0, and 1, respectively.

5. An alternative explanation for the fmding of greater recall
under Condition DO, relative to Condition ON, is that test per
formance may have been facilitated by the administration of
marijuana. To the best of my knowledge, such a facilitative
effect has never been demonstrated, at least within the context
of the dosage of drug administered and the nature of the memory
task employed in the present study. Thus, the superiority of
Condition DD probably reflects the beneficial effect of pre
serving the pharmacological state of original learning, rather
than a drug-engendered facilitation of test performance.

6. It is conceivable that the failure to demonstrate state
dependent recognition may be attributable to the adminis
tration of an ineffective dose of marijuana, that is, a dose too
low to elicit a reliable main effect on either or both acquisition
and retention (see the section titled "Dosage of psychoactive
drug"). To check this possibility, a separate group of eight
subjects both studied and were tested while sober (i.e., the
congruent state Condition NN); in all other respects these
subjects were treated in exactly the same fashion as participants
in Conditions DD and DN. Whereas subjects assigned to Con
dition DD correctly recognized, on the average, .89 and .78 of
the deeply and shallowly analyzed words, respectively, the
corresponding mean proportions generated by NN subjects were
.95 and .92. Differences between the two conditions were
reliable [F(1 ,12) = 7.33, MSe = .009], which at once suggests
the presence of a deleterious main effect of marijuana on recog
nition and disconfrrrns the possibility of ineffective dosing.

7. In describing his study of the state-{fependent effects of
eserine (physostigmine) upon the free and cued recall of con
ceptually categorized words, Weingartner (1978, Cases 49-52 in
Table 1) does not distinguish between common and rare category
exemplars. In point of fact, however, Weingartner used the same
categorized lists that were employed in the study of marijuana
produced SDR reported by Eich et al. (1975, Cases 21-24; also
see Figure 2). Doctor Weingartner has kindly provided me the
complete results of the eserine study, and their pattern with
respect to the free and cued recall of common and rare category
instances appears very similar to the configuration of results
obtained with marijuana.

8. Addition of the seven instances of ineffective dosing to the
analysis of the relation between cuing conditions and case out·
corne does not diminish the robustness of the cuing effect.
Indeed, the inclusion of the seven negative outcomes [five per
taining to list cues (Cases 07,31,37, 42,and 43) and two to
copy cues (Cases 01 and 26)] slightly increases the magnitude of
the cuing effect Ix2 (2) = 35.53, <1>' = .790]. One final point:
early in the paper, six seldom used tasks (representing 12 cases)
were excluded from indepth analysis. These cases are difficult
to classify with respect to the presence or absence of observable
cues. However, even if it is assumed that all of these cases con
tradict the cuing hypothesis (an assumption which, though
certainly wrong, is maximally conservative), the relation between
cuing conditions and case outcome remains highly significant
[x2 (1) =15.70, <I> =.477].
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